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DB37467 Squrve Dinner Plate 

Fan Brush

Craft Beer NCR Paper 

Medium Brush

Liner Brush 

 

COL ORS
 

CMM 67 - Snowflake

CMM 31 - Licorice 

CMM 72 - Sahara 

CMM 88- Vanilla Bean

CMM 82- Olive

CMM 25 - Safari

CMM 44 - Battleship 

CMM 91 - Blue Ice 

CMM 13 - Cinnamon Stick

 

AVERAGE TIMECHALLENGE LEVEL
2

HOURS

Simple Techniques - Stunning Effects

CRAFT BEER 
FLIGHT PLATE

MATERIALS

X



1.Use your fan brush to make a messy base layer in Blue Ice by sweeping the brush

in an X motion. 

2.Use a pen to trace on your NCR pattern after the base layer is dry. 

3.Fill in the "beer" in the far left glass, as well as the label on the bottle with 3

layers of Honeycomb using a medium brush.

4.Fill in the "beer" in the next glass with 3 layers of Safari using a medium brush. 

5.Fill in the "beer" in the next glass with 3 layers of Cinnamon using a medium

brush.

6.Fill in the "bottle" in the next glass with 3 layers of Olive. 

7.Next we are going to work on the foam. We are going to do 3 layers to the top,

and only one layer where it's "under" the glass. Starting on the far left we will use

Snowflake. 

8.The next glass over the foam will be Vanilla Bean. 

9.Then the next glass will be with Sahara. 

10.The cap of the bottle will need 3 coats of Safari using a small brush. 

11.Next, we will outline everything with 1 coat of Battleship using a liner brush. 

12.Finally we are going to Licorice to trace on the words. 

When applying the pattern, make sure the color underneath is dry. 

Press down firmly to make sure it's transferring. 

Always peel the paper back to make sure you've transferred before removing. 

When outlining with a liner brush, hold the brush straight up and down to get thinnner lines, 

and press down for thicker lines. 
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TIPS

INSTRUCTIONS




